
Reform the Network

Why are you publishing this?

Because the Network needs to change and its leaders need to repent and reform

the organization and seek reconciliation with those they’ve hurt.

While the Network will sometimes claim itself to be a loose affiliation of churches

held together by relationships, I do not believe that to be an honest and accurate

representation of what the Network is. It is a quasi-denomination, an organization

composed of member organizations akin to a hub and spokes.

That organization is led by a president and a Network Leadership team.

The Network president, Steve Morgan, has been the subject of some great

concern in the past several years. He has a complex history including some dark

sin from before he was a Christian and before he was a pastor. Many have

expressed great concern over this. Others have expressed concern over when,

how, and to whom he confessed and revealed this history. I’m among those who

are concerned that Steve dishonestly hid his sin in order to achieve his

objectives. When someone who knew of his history confronted him and the

Network with it, he was dishonest in how he responded to and handled the

information as it came out.

I believe that this dishonesty disqualifies him from the office of elder / overseer in

a church. While I had no authority or influence to disqualify him from his position

at a local church, I was an overseer / elder at a Network church and I believe I had

a responsibility to ensure that our Network leaders met the qualifications for

overseer / elder.

The Network leadership has maintained a remarkable degree of silence on these

matters, essentially publishing only one statement to members. Without much

information from them, I was left to gather it from other sources. To compile the

information and my thoughts on the matter, I wrote a “brief” on the subject in

early August 2022.
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Note that the above is a finalized version of the document; there was an earlier,

preliminary version of this that held the conclusions much more tentatively,

hoping for additional information.

I shared this information with the other two overseers / elders in my local church,

both of whom were and still are good friends of mine. We had a long meeting

wherein we discussed the matters addressed in the brief. We came to the

conclusion that the right next step was to ask the Network Leadership to conduct

an impartial investigation into whether Steve Morgan was truthful as this situation

unfolded since 2020.
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We heard back the next day that the Network Leadership team would not be

commissioning an investigation.

It seemed as though this was going to cause South Grove Church to leave the

Network. Through a series of events that will be described elsewhere, that did

not happen, and instead the lead pastor of South Grove elected to keep South

Grove in the Network. This led to the other two overseers (including me)

resigning, since we were unwilling to follow Steve Morgan and the Network

Leadership team after this, and especially unwilling to lead the people of South

Grove in following the Network Leadership in this.

I addressed this matter directly with the Network Leadership team, pointing out

to them that I believe their position on this to not only be unwise, but also to be

sinful. Though I confronted them with this directly, including taking with me

additional witnesses to the correspondence, the Network Leadership team has

not responded to me substantively.

So, the most specific reason about why I’m publishing this is to follow Matthew

18. Having gone to these brothers directly and gotten no response, and having

gone with two additional witnesses and gotten no response, it is now time to

“take it to the Church.”

Here is what I wrote to the Network Leadership team shortly after my resignation:
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I’ve redacted some of the specifics related to the wrongdoing of one particular

person. Thankfully, that matter was resolved by a genuine apology, and need not

be widely circulated with a name attached to it. I left the general content of it in

the letter because the phenomenon is not unique to me, and others have been

told – wrongly – that having concerns about this situation is “a great offense to

the cross” or “denying the power of the cross.”

The Network needs to change, and that change needs to start with its leaders.

Instead of self-protection, they must recalibrate to self-sacrifice.

Instead of overbearing, heavy-handed leadership (like accusations like “denying

the power of the cross” or doing “great offense to the cross” by having concerns

about the qualification of leaders), they need to lead gently, kindly, and with

humility. 

Instead of opacity, they must show transparency. 

Instead of absolute, complete deference to and defense of one another, they

must be willing to hold one another accountable for living lives characterized by

the fruit of the Spirit. They must hold one another accountable to the

qualifications for overseers / elders. 

Instead of partiality, they must show impartiality. 

They must change. They must repent. The Network must be reformed.
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